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WE ARE LOCAL

BECAUSE
THAT IS 
HOW WEDDINGS 
ARE PLANNED

Grand Rapids Bride is proud to be local. 

Our advertisers, real weddings, engagements, and blogs—everything we do caters exclusively to West Michigan.

We believe our brides want the very best in local resources; and we strive to deliver exactly what they want + need.

From New Buffalo to Mackinaw Island,  Holland to Lansing, and all the incredible areas inbetween, 

we celebrate and enthusiastically promote you!

If a couple is planning a West Michigan wedding, we can assure you they have or will receive a copy of Grand Rapids Bride.
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MISSION STATEMENTS

FOR BRIDES

Be the LEADING RESOURCE  

for wedding planning in Michigan by actively 

CONNECTING couples with local wedding professionals 

throughout  every stage of the planning process.

FOR WEDDING PROFESSIONALS

Be a true MARKETING PARNER by offering 

COMPREHENSIVE MARKETING PLANS using  both 

traditional and cutting-edge digital marketing channels to 

help our advertisers reach their marketing goals .
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PRINT

Our  ANNUAL  publication provides over 

15,000  couples a TACTILE TOOL for finding 

local wedding professionals throughout their  

ENTIRE planning process. Additionally, each 

issue contains a  HANDS-ON  comprehensive 

wedding checklist and budget planner. By 

featuring only  LOCAL, Michigan-based 

photography throughout, each issue is a true 

representation of  MICHIGAN’S BEST.

JW MARRIOTT GRAND RAPIDS

We do celebrations in style. As one of the premier 
reception sites in the Midwest, the JW provides the 
perfect setting for the latest chapter of your love story. 

Celebrate in our stylish International Ballroom* or 
choose one of our other rooms for intimate parties or 
rehearsal dinners. From appetizers to entrees, we invite 
you to indulge your senses. No matter what the scale, 
our professional event managers will do their utmost to 
help you fi ll the room with joy.

•   15,000 square feet of stylish space outfi tted for 
    unforgettable celebrations
•   Onsite professional event planners
•   Creative, couture catering 
 
*Our International Ballroom can divide to 
accommodate events of all sizes—from intimate 
gatherings of 50 to celebrations up to 750.

HIGHLIGHTS

235 Louis Street NW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503 | 616.242.1409 | www.ilovethejw.com

Contact ..................................................................................................................................................... JW Events
Contact email ...........................................................................  jwgrweddings@ahchospitality.com
Number of diff erent rooms ................................................................................................................................1 
Number of aff airs at the same time .............................................................................................................1
Separate cocktail area ..................................................................................................................................... Yes
Room capacity - cocktail reception .....................................................................................Up to 500*
Room capacity - dinner reception .........................................................................................Up to 750*
Outdoor reception area .................................................................................................................................. No
Room rental fee .........................................................................................................................Yes, please call
Deposit required .......................................................................................................................................... $2,500
Kitchen on premises ........................................................................................................................................ Yes
Must use in-house catering ........................................................................................................................ Yes
Pricing for plated meals ..............................................................................................................$78 and Up
Price range for buff et meals ..................................................................................................... $73 to $109
Gratuity ......................................................................................................................................................................23%
Must use in-house liquor .............................................................................................................................. Yes
On-site ceremonies ..............................................................................................Yes, additional charge
A.V. equipment available .............................................................................................................................. Yes
Valet parking .......................................................................................................................................................... Yes
Handicap accessible ........................................................................................................................................ Yes
Lounge for bride/groom/bridal parties............................................................................................. Yes
Complimentary overnight stay for bride & groom ................................................................... Yes ✽ Mention Grand Rapids Bride so we know 

how you found us!
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Fantastic Finds Bridal Salon     
517.702.1200
2925 Wood Street, Lansing, MI 48906
www.fantasticfinds.com
bride@fantasticfinds.com

HIGHLIGHTS: We’ll make sure finding your dream gown is an “experience you will cherish forever.” The 
mission of Fantastic Finds is to present you with the best, most current wedding gown styles and 
quality from around the world. We combine an amazing selection with the best, most experienced 
and talented Master Stylists available in bridal today—people who are accredited professionals who 
can support and guide you to the best choices for your dreams. 

Every bride deserves personalized, one-on-one service, and the Fantastic Finds Stylists thrive on 
exceeding your expectations. Schedule you fantastic appointment now!

Mention Grand Rapids Bride at time of purchase for your special discount!✽
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WEDDING FASHION ✽ JEWELRY
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Slows Bar BQ   

CONTACT: Events Department
616.454.1588
435 Ionia Ave. Suite B104, Grand Rapids, MI 49503
www.SlowsGR.com
Events@SlowsGR.com

HIGHLIGHTS: Slows Bar BQ Grand Rapids opened in 2015; our first expansion outside of Detroit. Slows GR 
features slow-cooked barbecue favorites like beef brisket, ribs, pulled pork, signature sandwiches, and sides. 
We offer a full range of catering services, including weddings, corporate dinners, and festivals. And don’t 
think for a second that Bar BQ implies it’s not going to be presented beautifully and just the way you would 
want for your wedding. We dedicate just as much time to presentation as we do to taste! Give us a call today! 

PRICING: $19 to $35 per person for our BBQ buffet.

✽ Mention Grand Rapids Bride and receive FREE delivery within 30 miles.

Eastern Floral & Gifts                   
616.949.2200
serving all of greater grand rapids
www.easternfloralweddings.com
weddings@easternfloral.com
HIGHLIGHTS: At Eastern Floral, our wedding planners & floral 
designers are committed to creating events that are 
visually stunning—no matter the scope, style, or budget. 
As the leading florist in Greater Grand Rapids, our 
mission is to take your vision and passionately create 
an unforgettable, authentic, and customized experience. 
Eastern Floral is proud to celebrate love, in all its forms. 

Our designers regularly attend seminars and classes to 
stay current with the latest floral & design techniques. 
We offer the perfect combination of knowledge, 
experience, and customer service. During your florist-
guided consultation, we will walk you through our 
full-service floral, rental, setup, and delivery offerings. A 
customized proposal and mood board will follow after the 
consultation. Schedule yours today!

✽ Mention Grand Rapids Bride and receive a free toss bouquet 
with any wedding floral order (value $40)!
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CATERING ✽ DESSERTS ✽ FLOWERS ✽ RENTALS ✽ DÉCOR

PRINT ADS ARE BROKEN INTO TWO CATEGORIES: VENUES AND WEDDING SERVICES. 

Venue ads are offered in our proprietary full-page format only, providing all relevant information associated with that 

property’s capabilities. Wedding Service professionals may choose from three ad sizes: 1/3 page, 2/3 page, and Full page. 



VENUES RATE

FULL PAGE $1,575       

WEDDING SERVICES

FULL PAGE $1,575       

2/3 PAGE $1,175

1/3 PAGE $875

PROMOTIONAL ADD-ON: EVERGREEN BLOG POST 

Vendor Profi le in publication will include QR Code 
with link to evergreen blog post; includes instagram 
story to promote blog post. Blog post will also link to 
vendor’s online directory listing.

$900

PREMIUM PLACEMENT 

1-PAGE BLEED PRIOR TOC $2,475

2-PAGE SPREAD PRIOR TO TOC $3,475

INSIDE FRONT COVER $3,875

PAGE 1 (OPPOSITE IFC) $3,875

INSIDE BACK COVER $3,475

BACK COVER $4,395

AD DESIGN

Includes two revisions; ($50 per revision after) $300

All premium positions include a full page ad with v
endor profi le in advertiser’s respective category.

AD SIZE WIDTH LENGTH BLEED*

VENUE FULL 7.25 4.5 n/a

WS FULL 7.25 7.875 n/a

2/3 PAGE 7.25 4.75 n/a

1/3 PAGE 4.625 2.875 n/a

2-PAGE SPREAD 16.75 10.8215 .25

All Covers 8.5 10.8125 .25

ON FULL-PAGE BLEED ,KEEP LIVE MATTER .5 INCH FROM EDGE.

RESOLUTION: 300 dpi   |   COLOR PROCESS: CMYK 

ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS: JPEG, PDF, EPS, PSD

ADVERTISING RATESAD DIMENSIONS (IN INCHES) (Include a FREE 12-month directory listing on GrandRapidsBride)

GRAND RAPIDS BRIDE
INSERTION ORDER

PUBLISH DATE: JANUARY 1, 2023

CIRCULATION: 15,000

2-PAGE SPREAD
ARTWORK

1/3 PAGE
ARTWORK

VENDOR 
PROFILE

2/3 PAGE
ARTWORK

VENUE
ARTWORK

FULL PAGE
ARTWORK

VENDOR PROFILE

COVER / FULL 
PAGE PREMIUM

ARTWORK

VENDOR PROFILE VENDOR PROFILE

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION

account holder name

credit card #

expiration date

billing zip

approved amount to be charged:  $

PAYMENT OPTIONS

CREDIT CARD: complete, sign and email or fax back.

CHECK: deposit due with signed insertion order

PAYMENT DUE DATE

NOVEMBER 11, 2022



SPACE RESERVATION DEADLINE: OCTOBER 28, 2022    |    MATERIAL DUE DATE: NOVEMBER 11, 2022

The publisher has the right to hold the advertiser and/or its agency jointly and severally liable for amounts due and payments for advertising space contracted and for any associated collection fees incurred by the publisher.  Cancellation of 

advertising must be submitted in writing no less than 60 days prior to the publication date. Space reserved, but not used through no fault of the publisher, will be billed as contracted. All contents of advertisements are subject to the publisher’s 

approval and agreement by the advertiser to insure and protect the publisher from loss or expense on such advertisement. This includes suits for libel, plagiarism, copyright infringement and unauthorized use of a person’s name or photograph. 

The publisher reserves the right to reject or cancel any advertisement, for any reason, at any time. Positioning of advertisements is at the disretion of the publisher except when a request for a specifi c, preferred position is approved. Advertisers 

will be provided a proof of their ad for approval. If not approved by requested date, proof will be considered approved. Grand Rapids Bride is not responsible for errors the advertiser fails to correct once proof has been approved by advertiser. 

Signature                                                                             Date

Advertiser  _______________________________________________________________

Contact Name   __________________________________________________________

Billing Address __________________________________________________________

City _______________________________ State _________  Zip __________________ 

Phone  ___________________________________________________________________

Email   ___________________________________________________________________

































SOLD OUT
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WEBSITE

FILTERING TOOL

REAL WEDDINGS DAILY BLOG

RECEPTION LISTING CON’T.RECEPTION LISTING

HOME PAGE

WEDDING SERVICES LISTING

VALUABLE LOCAL RESOURCES

WEDDING SHOPPE
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WEBSITE STATS

ACCESSIBLE.
MOBILE DEVICES: 64%

DESKTOP/LAPTOP: 34% 

TABLET: 2% 

GROWING.
 TOTAL SITE VISITS (SESSIONS) IN 2021:  29,000+

TOTAL PAGE VIEWS IN 2021 (ROUGHLY 4,400 VIEWS/MONTH): 63,000+

INCREASE IN TRAFFIC GROWTH (2020 TO 2021): 245%

INCREASE IN SEARCH TRAFFIC (2020 TO 2021) 20%  

RELEVANT.
 OUTBOUND CLICKS TO PARTNER/VENDOR SITES IN 2021: 2,900+  

Visitors to the “wedding vendors” section of the site, spend an average 2:22 MINUTES PER 

VISIT and visit 3.65 PAGES PER VISIT—55% HIGHER than the site average.

VISIBLE.
 PAID SEARCH AD IMPRESSIONS: 1.3 MILLION+

 ORGANICALLY-RANKED VENDOR BRAND KEYWORDS ON SITE: 500+ 

TARGETED.
PRIMARY SITE AUDIENCE: WOMEN AGE 25 - 44 

PRIMARY AUDIENCE REGION: MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, + SURROUNDING STATES.
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OUR PLATFORMS.

 We are the leading resource for wedding planning in West Michigan, and our statistics prove 

it. Leverage our platforms to promote yourself. Content can be general awareness or time-

sensitive items such as events and offers. 

YOUR PLATFORMS.

We can help you best reach your target by helping you improve all aspects of your digital 

marketing plan, including website design, seach engine optimization, social media marketing, 

email campaigns,  retargeting campaigns, and complete social media management*.

*bridal clients only. 

REACHING YOUR TARGET ideallly includes using tactics within your own 

platforms as well as leveraging others’ platforms’ reputations and reach .

OUR PLATFORMS / YOUR PLATFORMS
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GROUPS

GR BRIDE SOCIAL MEDIA STATS

FACEBOOK 
 FOLLOWERS: 15.1K

MONTHLY POST ENGAGEMENT: 4.5 MILLION

MONTHLY VIDEO VIEWS: 5.1 MILLION

GROUPS

PRIVATE FB GROUP 
MEMBERS: 1,500

INSTAGRAM 
 FOLLOWERS: 60K+

AVERAGE MONTHLY ACCOUNTS REACHED: 4.6 MILLION 

AVERAGE MONTHLY ACCOUNTS ENGAGED: 416,000 

AVERAGE STORY VIEWS: 4.4K

AVERAGE REEL VIEWS: 120K

PINTEREST 
FOLLOWERS: 18K 

 MONTHLY VIEWS: 14 MILLION

AVERAGE NUMBER OF MONTHLY PIN ENGAGEMENTS: 1.2 MILLION

TIK TOK
FOLLOWERS: 2,500 

MONTHLY VIDEO VIEWS: 215K
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INSTAGRAM STORIES

With over 60K followers and 4,800 average views per story, promoting 

yourself on our INSTAGRAM STORIES is a sure way to reach your target 

of brides actively planning their weddings.

We can run polls, sponsor giveaways, promote upcoming events, or just build 

general awareness for your brand. 

Stories are perfect for time-sensitive announcements as well. 

Have a couple dates left for weddings this year? Let us announce it for you 

with a direct link to your site!  
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BLOGS
ON GRANDRAPIDSBRIDE.COM

BLOG POSTS on GrandRapidsBride.com give you a chance to educate 

our readers  about your services, products, tips, timelines, and anything else you 

wish to share on our website. Each blog includes both an Instagram story and 

Facebook post on our page promoting the posting of the blog when it goes live.    

STATISTICS.
Our blogs are read by 1,000 unique views per month, per Google Analytics

CONTENT.
Subject matter to be determined by the client for each post.

COPY + ART DIRECTION.
Blog copy can be provided by the client or written by Grand Rapids Bride after discussion with 

the client. Images as well can either be provided by the dlient or curated by Grand Rapids Bride. 
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COMPLETE SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

COMPLETE SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT is for bridal businesses 

that want a greater social media presence, but just don’t have time for it. The time and 

energy needed to plan and create Reels, Tik Toks, Stories, and Pins is overwhelming. 

What if you had someone with proven success that could just do it for you? 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Our team will meet with you to develop a full social media management plan that would 

allow you to reduce social media strategy down to 1-2 planning meetings/month. 

All daily, weekly, monthly social media posts will be handled by GR Bride.

STATISTICS.
62% of couple s say they spend more time on social media after getting engaged.

70%  of brides social media is the number one platform they use for wedding planning.

Pinterest (89%), Instagram (38%) and Facebook (38%) are the top three 

social media channels used during wedding planning.

BRIDAL CLIENTS ONLY
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DIGITAL MEDIA
IF YOU AREN’T MARKETING DIGITALLY, 

YOU’RE LEAVING MONEY ON THE TABLE

89% of Americans go online at least daily, and 31% are online almost constantly.

-MAIL CHIMP

To drive conversions in a competitive market while more consumers spend increased 

time online, bridal brands should consider a holistic digital marketing approach. 

 -DIGITAL MEDIA SOLUTIONS

By 2022, almost 88% of all US digital display ad dollars will transact programmatically.

-EMARKETER.COM

76% of people who search on their smartphones for something nearby visit a 

business within a day; 28% of those searches result in a purchase.

-MEETINGSMAG.COM

Today’s marketers should have a STRONG DIGITAL STRATEGY that includes 
both brand awareness + customer acquisition. 
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INITIAL AUDIT.
We begin with an in-depth audit of your site and consultation to define your priorities, wants and needs. What follows is a 

custom solution that meets those priorities.

WEBSITE DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT.
Complete design, development, and creation of site in develomental URL, during which, client has final say in all aspects of 

the site. Once final approval is received from client, site will go live. 

Professional copywriting is also available at an additional cost.  

MAINTENANCE.
To optimize the day-to-day functioning of your site, we strongly recommend that Clients opt for our Managed Wordpress 

Platform Hosting, Site Monitoring, and Software Updating.  This service is available as an add-on once the site is live. 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO).
Having a perfectly built site that no one can find does no good, so we strongly recommend the additon of Local and/or Organic 

SEO to keep your site optimized so your potential clients can find you. Our SEO programs offer the assurance that your site 

will be ranked above the competiton by aligning outside search engine functionality and keywords with your site.

FIRST THINGS FIRST. Before we start driving potential customers to your 

site, the question is...is it functional and representative of your brand? 

WEBSITE DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT
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LOCAL SEO

LOCAL SEO is the practice of optimizing your website for a specific local area. 

If you have a local business, you want your web pages to rank for certain search 

queries performed by a local audience. Optimizing the website of your local 

business is about making sure people can find you online and offline. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Efforts are focused on listing sites external from the client’s website including  Google My Business, Yelp,  Bing, 

Yellow Pages, Facebook, and Foursquare in order for your search results to show up towards the top of the search 

results page in the form of a “map/3-pack.”

HOW IS IT DONE?
By building + maintaining traffic-driving lisitngs across the web, reviewing 

local business schema markup and making onsite recommendations, and 

optimizing your Google My Business.

STATISTICS.
A business is 2.7x more likely to considered reputable if seen on Google Maps. 

A customer is 50% more likely to purchase based on SEO efforts. 

A business is 70% more likely to attract location visits when using SEO. 

A business gains 7x more clicks when using SEO. 

Local 
Results
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ORGANIC SEO

ORGANIC SEO is the process of obtaining a natural listing in top search 

results by optimizing a website with content, on-site, and/or backlink acquisition, 

resulting in increased page traffic and conversions.

 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Efforts are focused on the client’s website and include creating new content, acquiring backlinks, and optimizing 

sites to align with search engine best practice. Results show up beneath ads and maps.

HOW IS IT DONE?
By creating content that appeals to the search audience and aligns 

with business goals and expectations, evaluating link profiles to identify 

necessary action to removing any poor-quality links, keeping your website 

relevant and within search engine best practices, and reviewing and 

addressing the website’s for technical issue

.

STATISTICS.
40% of revenue on average is captured by organic search traffic.

60% of Google searches are done via mobile devices.

Average traffic share of pages ranking on page 1 of Google is 91.5%

46% of all searches are seeking local information.

Organic
Results
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SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING

SEARCH ENGING MARKETING (SEM) is a marketing tactic where advertisers 

pay search engines for ad placement at the top of search engine results pages.

PREPARATION + EXPERIENCE. 
Every campaign is assigned a dedicated campaign management team of GOOGLE-CERTIFIED 

professionals who adhere to a thorough set-up process for each campaign. This process includs Competitor 

Analysis and Conquesting, Rigorous Keyword Analysis and Optimization, Professional Ad Development + 

Paid 
Search 
Results

REPORTING.
We track all applicable conversions through Google Analytics and 

our proprietary reporting platform.

ADAPTING.
Adjustments are made throughout the campaign if we find 

something is not working or can work better.

Optimization, Bid and Budget Management Strategy, 

Campaign Optimization Strategy including A/B Ad Copy Testing, 

Ad Group Optimization, and more.
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1 OUT OF EVERY 5 MINUTES people in the US spend on mobile is 

on Facebook or lnstagram which is why 93%  OF MARKETERS use 

Facebook and Instagram advertising regularly. 

AD TYPES.
LEAD GENERATION.

Capture those ready to convert from the platform they love best. Facebook and Instagram Lead Generation 

Ads utilize the same precise targeting options as traditional ads, but adds the platform’s incredible ability to 

persuade people to act. 

IMAGE.

Use beautiful images to convey your message. 

VIDEO.
Tell your story with sight, sound and motion. 

CAROUSEL.
Show multiple images or videos in a single ad. The carousel format allows you to showcase up to 70 images or 

videos within a single ad, each with its own link. 

FACEBOOK/INSTAGRAM ADVERTISING
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PROGRAMMATIC DISPLAY

DIGITAL DISPLAY ADS are designed to boost any business seeking to 

get their message in front of their target market—in any place, at any time.

Our network is widely connected and integrated with all major data exchanges, creating 

the most optimal opportunity to get in front of your target market.

CONTEXETUAL TARGETING.
Identify your ideal target by their behaviors, interests, demographics, and location. Select specific locations such as 

region, zip code, city, county, state, country;  define your ideal customer demographic by age, ethnicity, life stage, 

occupation, HHI,  interests, and more. Additionally, individuals are targeted on sites and content they’re visiting. 

DAY PARTING + FREQUENCY CAPS.
Target your consumer at a time when they are most likely to buy. Limit the number of times a use can see your ad.

RESULTS.
Our team of Programmatic Buying experts can tailor a plan for any budget and we will guarantee a minimum 

equivalent of a .1% CTR based on the number of impressions you purchase.
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DEVICE ID 

EVERY MOBILE PHONE has a unique device ID number that is 

anonymously associated with the carrier of the device.  Device ID targeting 

and Geo-Fencing use this to monitor the location information associated 

with every device. This information is beamed to the cloud and made 

available for marketers to leverage and ultimately target consumers or their 

devices based on where they have been, where the live, and much more.

BENEFITS.
Device ID allows advertisers to capitalize on precise targeting, increased engagement, better efficiency, boosted 

ROI/Conversions, no reliance on cookie data, and Point of Interest Attribution.

 STATISTICS.
68% of people check their phones within 15 minutes of waking up.

150x is the number of times the average person checks their phone every day—higher for brides-to-be!

87% of people keep their phone by their side day and night.

91% of people turn to their phones for ideas while in the middle tasks.
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GEOFENCING

GEOFENCING  is a virtual boundary, known as a geofence , set up around 

a geographical location. It can be broad—wide radius around a specific 

location or highly accurate—specific area within a defined location. 

When a device has either entered or exited the defined boundary, 

programmatic display advertising can be delivered directly to that device. 

  
TALK DIRECTLY TO YOUR POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS.

Are a group of your ideal customers at a conference? Or were they recently at a conference? Or is there 

another event that drew them all to the same place? Geofence that location and deliver your message 

directly to their devices. It’s all about getting the relevant message to the relevant audience.  

TALK DIRECTLY TO YOUR COMPETITORS’ CUSTOMERS.
Want to lure your competitor’s customers to your establishment? We can set up geofences around your 

competition, so when their customers approach the boundary, they’ll get a push notification prompting 

them to visit your establishment.
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EMAIL MARKETING

EMAIL MARKETING  is one of the best ways in digital advertising to 

drive new website traffic, drive branding, build awareness, and leverage the 

advanced targeting of email marketing to reach new customers and fill your 

marketing funnel with well qualified buyers. 

QUANTITATIVE.
Our database has more than 200 million consumer and business emails, time stamped with URLs 

to verify recipients consent. Our database is gathered via opt-in online surveys, e-subscriptions, 

e-registrations and our extensive network of permission-based websites. Over 1.5 million fresh pieces 

of data per month are scrubbed to ensure quality and deliverability, making our database one of the 

largest and most hygienic available. 

QUALITATIVE.
We maintain and update our unsubscribe lists regularly providing quality assurance, verifying that all 

broadcasts are CAN-SPAM compliant. Our emails are 100% opt-in and permission-based to ensure 

every consumer and business in our database has consented to receive emails from our advertisers.
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NEXT STEPS

OUR TEAM is ready to meet and go over your marketing goals. 

What do you want to achieve this year? Who do you want to 

reach? What messaging do you want to project? We are excited to 

help 2022 be the year you surpass your goals! Let us help!

CALL OR EMAIL US TODAY!

Contact information available on back page.

How can we

?
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CONTACT

Kelly Stroburg, Owner | Editor 

GRB Ventures LLC

616.334.4065 

866.789.0993 

info@grandrapidsbride.com

grandrapidsbride.com

P.O. Box 957, Ada, Michigan 49301

let s talk!’


